This is a product summary only. Please always refer to policy terms and conditions.

Trade Mark Protect
Intellectual Property Insurance for your Business
Trade Mark Protect
Opposition Cover

Overview

Insurance to protect your business against the legal costs
incurred in defending against oppositions made by
others in response to your trade mark application.

Trade Mark Protect
Registered Trade Mark Cover
Insurance to protect your business against the legal costs incurred
in defending against oppositions made against your registered
trade mark on the ground of non-use and challenges to the validity
of your trade mark at court, including in circumstances where you
assert your trade mark against someone else.



What’s
covered?




Limits of
liability





Deductibles

Approved
providers
How much
does it
cost?



$50,000 aggregate limit of liability;
Cover for the IP Australia written opposition process
in addition to the aggregate limit of liability if you
use approved claims panel providers.

No deductible applies if you use approved claims
panel providers;
$2,500 deductible if we agree for you to appoint
any other provider;












Legal costs in responding to up to two oppositions filed by
others in response to your registered trade mark on the
ground of non-use, and;
Legal costs in responding to an appeal made by a third party
in response to a decision in relation to those oppositions,
and;
Payment of third party legal costs where ordered by IP
Australia or a court in relation to those oppositions, and;
Legal costs in responding to invalidity proceedings raised as
part of court proceedings.

$50,000 aggregate limit of liability;
Cover for the IP Australia written opposition process in
addition to the aggregate limit of liability if you use approved
claims panel providers;
Higher limits and portfolio solutions are also available.

No deductible if you use approved claims panel providers;
$2,500 deductible if we agree for you to appoint any other
provider;



We have an approved panel of intellectual property experts available to help if you have a claim. You can find a list
available on www.trademarkprotect.com.au or contact us to ask.



Premiums from $215 (inclusive of taxes and fees).



Claims arising out of trade mark applications made
in bad faith and where you have no intention to use
that mark;
Claims arising out of historic disputes.

What’s not
covered?


Get a quote

Legal costs in responding to up to two oppositions
filed by others in response to your trade mark
application, and;
Legal costs in responding to an appeal made by a
third party in response to a decision in relation to
those oppositions, and;
Payment of third party legal costs where ordered by
IP Australia or a court.



Premiums from $215 (inclusive of taxes and fees).



Claims arising out of your intentional non-use of a trade
mark;
Claims arising out of historic disputes.



You can get a quote from our approved brokers BMS. Visit www.trademarkprotect.com.au, email
trademark@bms.com or call 1800 931 072.

The above information does not form part of any policy terms and conditions and must not be treated as representations. You must always read
policy terms and conditions before purchasing any policy. These insurance solutions are provided by CFC Underwriting Ltd (Reg 03302887, FRN
312848) and arranged by BMS Risk Solutions Pty Ltd (ABN 45 161 187 980 | AFSL 461594).

